Analytic Study on the Characteristics of Infrared Spectrum of Oil Pool Flame.
In virtue of the severity and scale of the pollution caused by oil pool flame, space remote sensing can provide us a new way of monitoring in real time the oil pool flame pollution. Space remote sensing monitoring is based on the analysis of target spectrum characteristics. Due to lack of adequate researches on the characteristics of infrared spectrum of oil pool flame, this paper carries out the analytical study on flame spectrums of several types of oil, mixed oil and other combustible objects in outdoor space by establishing all-flame infrared testing system with the spectrum range of 1～14 μm. The results show that the spectrum curves of oil pool flame of 92# gasoline, 95# gasoline, 0# diesel, aviation kerosene and lube have similar features, that there exist characteristics emission peaks at the area of certain wave lengths—H2O characteristics emission peak for 1.1, 2.4, 2.8 and 6.3 μm, CO2 characteristics emission peak for 4.2 and 4.5 μm, C—H stretching vibration emission peak for 3.4 μm, and no obvious characteristics peak for spectrum curves of 6.3 μm and above; that there is no obvious difference in the spectrum of oil pool flame among the mixtures of 92# gasoline and 0# diesel at different proportions, that the comparison of the flame spectrum of 92# gasoline with that of wood and paper shows that there appears a characteristics emission peak at 3.4 μm; that though the flame spectrum of alcohol has similar radiated emission near 3.4 μm, the proportion of its radiation intensity to that of CO2 at 4.5 μm is far less than that for the flame spectrum of 92# gasoline; that the flame spectrum of honeycomb briquette is similar to that of gray body radiation. The differences in flame spectrum among all kinds of combustible materials are closely linked to their chemical compositions and burning reaction mechanisms. Comparative analysis on the spectrum characteristics at continuous area, intermission area and flue gas area shows that C—H stretching vibration peak only exists in continuous area, which proves that the emission peak is caused by the combustible reaction of oil and gas. This result is in line with the mechanism of oil pool combustion reaction. The experimental conclusion is of great significance in the remote-sensing recognition of oil pool flame based on the analysis of spectrum characteristics.